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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 7:03 p.m. on Nov. 30

*positive test results

3

Current Residential Cases
(positive/symptomatic)

45

Cumulative
Residential Cases*

37

Cumulative
Commuter Cases*

73

Cumulative
Staff Cases*

Middle Eastern Cultural Program leads
petition to become cultural center

In this April 2, 2018 photo, the Middle Eastern Student Association displays the art and traditions of UConn students representing Arab, Persian and South Asian culture. The association, now the Middle Eastern Cultural Program, wants to become a fully-fledged cultural center. PHOTO BY NICHOLAS HAMPTON, GRABS PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Gabby Esposito

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
gabriela.2.esposito@uconn.edu

The University of Connecticut’s
Middle Eastern Cultural Program
(MECP) has, so far, gathered hundreds of signatures from students
and faculty in their petition for
university funding and support
needed to turn the program into a
fully-fledged cultural center.
The MECP is the youngest
among five other cultural groups
on campus, having been officially formed first as an association
(MESA) in 2018 and then as a program this past spring semester.
However, other centers, including
the African American Cultural
Center and the Asian American
Cultural Center, have already received the status that the MECP is
trying to reach.
According to the MECP’s student coordinator, fifth-semester
cognitive science and statistics
major Irene Soteriou, the difference between a program and a center is the breadth and quality of
resources to meet the needs of students.
Like other communities that are
typically the targets of culturally
discriminatory incidents, the Middle Eastern community at UConn
is often met with an uncomfortable shift in attitudes on campus,
provoked by current events related to their community. The MECP
serves as a formal socioculturally cognizant environment where
Middle Eastern students can seek
support.

For more...

The United States’ withdrawal
from Afghanistan, and the fall of
the Afghan government in late August, has been one event which has
significantly affected students this
semester. According to Soteriou,
because of this, numerous Afghan
students have expressed an inability to receive the help they need.
“More recently, we've seen an
escalation in
tensions
between various
groups within the Middle
Eastern community
following a rally
that took place
on
campus.
Many
students (of Middle
Eastern
descent) have
expressed
that they fear
for their lives
and feel abandoned, targeted and deeply
disturbed,”
Soteriou said
in an email interview.
Though the
MECP
has
tried to provide the best support
they can to these students, they
are unable to fully meet the needs
of the community due to the limits
of their status.
As of right now, the program’s
struggle to acquire the funding
and support needed to become a
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center is escalated by the fact that
UConn, like many universities
throughout the country, has incurred major financial losses due
to the pandemic. Therefore, the
process of getting funding from
the university has become an especially difficult process.
For the MECP, the process is
even tougher. According to Sote-

last year. Because of this, the most
recent data is for the class of 2024.
“This data does not encompass
UConn’s large population of Middle Eastern graduate students, nor
any of the undergraduate students
of the previous classes,” Soteriou
said.
According to her, many Middle
Eastern students feel hesitant to
report their background in studies,
due to factors such as
post-9/11 stigma. For
this reason, data does
not include first-semester students that
elected not to report
their cultural background.
“We're having a
hard time getting
those numbers, which
in turn makes it difficult to assess demand
and reach all of those
other Middle Eastern
students,” she said.
Ultimately,
this
problem has led to
one concerning outreach.
“We don't have
email addresses for
the majority of Middle Eastern students
at UConn, so for the time being
we've been relying predominantly on word of mouth to pass along
information. Any support on this
end is much appreciated, as we are
eager to get as many students involved as possible,” Soteriou said.
As Soteriou and the rest of the

“Though the MECP has
tried to provide the best
support they can to these
students, they are unable
to fully meet the needs of
the community due to the
limits of their status.”
riou, the program has struggled
to collect data that assesses how
many UConn students identify as
Middle Eastern. The University's
Division of Enrollment Planning
and Management only began collecting demographic data on Middle Eastern-identifying students
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program advocate for their transition to a cultural center status,
they have continued their efforts
to build their community by meeting with other cultural groups and
organizations on campus.
According to Soteriou, the
MECP is currently working with
the Iranian Student Association
to plan a celebration of Yalda, the
Iranian New Year. The event will
take place on Dec. 20, for any and
all undergraduates, graduates and
community members.
“In particular, it’s going to serve
as a wonderful opportunity for
many of our Middle Eastern international students to invite their
families into the community,” Soteriou said.
Furthermore, the MECP is planning on developing a number of
long-term mentorship programs.
“We’ve also been developing a
number of long-term programs,
including a peer-to-peer mentorship program that will connect
younger Middle Eastern students
with older peers, a faculty-to-student mentorship program that
will connect Middle Eastern students with Middle Eastern faculty
and staff and a cross-cultural exchange program that will connect
Middle Eastern international students with students raised in the
US,” Soteriou said.
Soteriou added the MECP is
looking to “work with Global Affairs to organize extensive educational and relationship-developing
programs through collaborations
with the Abrahamic Programs and
Middle East Studies.”

Tweet of the Day
UConn
@UConn
Wishing #UConnNation a very
#HappyHanukkah!
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Authorities: Student kills 3, wounds 8 at Michigan school

Parents walk away with their kids from the Meijer’s parking lot, where many students gathered following an active shooter situation at Oxford High School, Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2021, in
Oxford, Mich. Police took a suspected shooter into custody and there were multiple victims, the Oakland County Sheriff’s office said. PHOTO BY ERIC SEALS/AP

OXFORD TOWNSHIP, Mich.
(AP) — A 15-year-old sophomore
opened fire at his Michigan high
school on Tuesday, killing three
students and wounding eight
other people, including at least
one teacher, authorities said.
Oakland County Undersheriff
Mike McCabe said at a news conference that investigators were
still trying to determine a motive
for the shooting at Oxford High
School in Oxford Township, a
community of about 22,000 people roughly 30 miles (48 kilometers) north of Detroit.
He said he was aware of allegations circulating on social media
that there had been threats of a
shooting at the roughly 1,700-student school prior to Tuesday's
attack, but he cautioned against
believing that narrative until investigators can look into it.
Authorities didn't immediately
release the suspect's name, but
McCabe said deputies arrested him without incident within
minutes of arriving at the school
in response to a flood of 911 calls
about the attack, which hap-

pened shortly before 1 p.m. He
said the deputies also recovered
the semi-automatic handgun and
several clips the suspect used in
the attack.
“He fired multiple shots,” McCabe said. “Somewhere in the
area of 15 to 20.”
The three students who were
killed were a 16-year-old boy
and two girls, ages 14 and 17, McCabe said. Two of the wounded
were undergoing surgery as of 5
p.m. and the six others who were
wounded were in stable condition, he said.
McCabe said the suspect's parents visited their son where he's
being held and advised him not
to talk to investigators, as is his
right. Police have to seek permission from a juvenile suspect's
parents or guardian to speak
with them, he added.
McCabe said he wasn't aware
of any prior run-ins the suspect
had with law enforcement or if
he had any disciplinary history
at school.
Gov. Gretchen Whitmer also
spoke at the news conference,
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saying, “I think this is every parent’s worst nightmare,” while
choking up.
The school was placed on
lockdown after the attack, with
some children sheltering in
locked classrooms while officers
searched the premises. They
were later taken to a nearby Meijer grocery store to be picked up
by their parents.
Isabel Flores, a 15-year-old
ninth grader, told WJBK-TV that
she and other students heard
gunshots and saw another student bleeding from the face. They
then ran from the area through
the rear of the school, she said.
McCabe said investigators
would be poring over the school's
video footage and looking
through social media posts for
any evidence of a possible motive.
A concerned parent, Robin
Redding, said her son, Treshan
Bryant, is a 12th grader at the
school but stayed home on Tuesday. She said he had heard threats
that there could be a shooting.
“This couldn’t be just random,”
she said.

Redding didn’t provide specifics about what her son had heard,
but she expressed concern with
school safety in general.
“Kids just, like they’re just mad
at each other at this school,” she
said.
Bryant said he texted several
younger cousins in the morning
and they said they didn’t want
to go to school, and he got a bad
feeling. He asked his mom if he
could do his assignments online.
Bryant said he had heard vague
threats “for a long time now”
about plans for a shooting at the
school.
“You’re not supposed to play
about that,” he said of the threats.
“This is real life.”
School administrators posted two letters to parents on the
school's website this month,
saying they were responding to
rumors of a threat against the
school following a bizarre vandalism incident.
According to a Nov. 4 letter
written by Principal Steve Wolf,
someone threw a deer head into a
courtyard from the school's roof,
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painted several windows on the
roof with red acrylic paint and
used the same paint on concrete
near the school building.
Without specifically referencing that incident, a second post
on Nov. 12 assured “there has
been no threat to our building
nor our students.”
“We are aware of the numerous
rumors that have been circulating throughout our building this
week. We understand that has
created some concern for students and parents," the administrators wrote. "Please know that
we have reviewed every concern
shared with us and investigated
all information provided. Some
rumors have evolved from an incident last week, while others do
not appear to have any connection. Student interpretations of
social media posts and false information have exacerbated the
overall concern."
McCabe said the incident with
the deer head was “absolutely
unrelated” to Tuesday's shooting.
“That was a different incident,
different student,” he said.
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States: Sackler family members
abusing bankruptcy process
NEW YORK (AP) — A federal
judge should reject a sweeping
settlement to thousands of lawsuits against OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma, a group of
states said at a hearing Tuesday,
arguing that the protections it
extends to members of the Sackler family who own the firm are
improper.
States have credible claims
that family members took more
than $10 billion from the company, steered it toward bankruptcy,
and then used a settlement crafted in bankruptcy court to gain
legal protections for themselves,
Washington state Solicitor General Noah Purcell told U.S. District Judge Colleen McMahon.
“If that is not an abuse of the
bankruptcy process,” Purcell
said, “it’s unclear what would
be.”
The plan, crafted largely by
those with claims against Purdue and approved in September
by a federal bankruptcy judge,
calls for members of the Sackler
family to contribute more than
$4 billion in cash, plus the company itself, to fight the opioid epidemic, which has been linked to
more than 500,000 U.S. deaths in
the past two decades, including
deaths linked both to prescription and illicit drugs.
In exchange, members of the
family are to be protected from
lawsuits accusing them of spurring the crisis. The suits accuse
the company and family members of helping to spark the overdose crisis by aggressively marketing OxyContin, a powerful
opioid painkiller.
They would not be protected
from criminal charges. They're
not facing any now, though a

group of activists has been pushing federal authorities to bring
charges against some members
of the family, which includes
some people who were executives and board members at the
company and others with no involvement other than receiving
money from it. Much of their fortunes are held in offshore trusts
that could be hard to access in
U.S. lawsuits.
Most state and local governments and thousands of individual victims of the epidemic
agreed to the deal, though many
did so grudgingly. Those groups
are now joining with Purdue and
Sackler family members to defend the plan from appeals from
an office of U.S. Department of
Justice, eight states, the District
of Columbia, some Canadian
local governments and Native
American tribal groups, plus
some individual victims.
In the hearing Tuesday in a
New York City courtroom, McMahon focused on the $10.4 billion in transfers from Purdue
coffers to family trusts from
2008 to 2018. Nearly half of that
was used to pay taxes on the
earnings.
The judge said that by taking
bigger distributions over the decade leading to the company’s
bankruptcy filings, Sackler family members “made themselves
necessary" to the negotiations
over how much money would be
available for claimants.
Lawyers for the family said
that distributions were bigger
because the company was making more money and that there's
no evidence any of them were
trying to manipulating the bankruptcy system.

In this Aug. 9, 2021, file photo, fake pill bottles with messages about OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma are
displayed during a protest outside the courthouse where the bankruptcy of the company is taking place in
White Plains, N.Y. A federal judge should reject a sweeping settlement to thousands of lawsuits against OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma, a group of states said at a hearing Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2021 arguing that the
protections it extends to members of the Sackler family who own the firm are improper. PHOTO BY SETH WENIG/AP

Those appealing the plan contended that the protections the
Sacklers got are more generous
than what they could have received had they filed for bankruptcy themselves. Bankruptcy
would also protect the company
from lawsuits.
They also said that allowing
the deal would usurp states’ ability to sue Sackler family members to hold them accountable.
“What confirmation of this
plan does in this case is strip the
states of police powers,” Maryland Assistant Attorney General
Brian Edmunds said, “to protect
the public from harm.”
Marshall Huebner, a lawyer
for Stamford, Connecticut-based
Purdue, said the states were

misstating some details of the
settlement plans, including how
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Robert
Drain insisted that Sackler family members would receive protections from lawsuits involving
only opioids made by Purdue.
He also noted that the overwhelming majority of governments agreed to the plan, which
would funnel money to individual victims of the opioid crisis and
to efforts to fight the crisis.
McMahon cut him off. “My
questions focus on aspects of legality of the releases,” she said.
“I don’t want to hear about the
wonderful things it’s going to do.
I know it was approved by a supermajority.”
Still, Huebner noted, there

would be far less money to work
on the crisis without money from
Sackler family members. He said
that if they could be sued and
prevailed, they might not pay the
settlement. And if they lost other
lawsuits — they now face about
860 of them — they might not be
able to afford to.
Kenneth Eckstein, a lawyer for
a group of government entities
supporting the settlement, said
they also wanted the releases for
Sackler family members.
If some states could sue the
family, he said, the others would
not accept a payment plan that
stretches over nine years because of a risk that the Sacklers’
money would dry up before the
installments could all be paid.

U.S. panel backs first-of-a-kind COVID-19 pill from Merck

This undated file image provided by Merck & Co. shows their new antiviral medication molnupiravir. An experimental COVID-19 drug that could soon become the first U.S.-authorized
pill to treat the coronavirus faces one final hurdle Tuesday: A panel of government experts will scrutinize data on the medication from drugmaker Merck.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MERCK & CO. VIA AP

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
panel of U.S. health advisers
on Tuesday narrowly backed a
closely watched COVID-19 pill
from Merck, setting the stage for
a likely authorization of the first
drug that Americans could take at
home to treat the coronavirus.
The Food and Drug Administration panel voted 13-10 that the
antiviral drug’s benefits outweigh

its risks, including potential birth
defects if used during pregnancy.
“I see this as an incredibly difficult decision with many more
questions than answers,” said
panel chair Dr. Lindsey Baden
of Harvard Medical School, who
voted in favor of the drug. He
said FDA would have to carefully
tailor the drug's use for patients
who stand to benefit most.
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The recommendation came
after hours of debate about the
drug’s modest benefits and potential safety issues. Most experts
backing the treatment stressed
that it should not be used by anyone who is pregnant and called
on FDA to recommend extra precautions before the drug is prescribed, such as pregnancy tests
for women of child-bearing age.
The vote specifically backed the
drug for adults with mild-to-moderate COVID-19 who face the
greatest risks, including older
people and those with conditions
like obesity and asthma. Most experts also said the drug shouldn't
be used in vaccinated people, who
weren't part of Merck’s research
and haven't been shown to benefit.

The FDA isn’t bound by the
panel’s recommendation and is
expected to make its own decision before year’s end. The antiviral is already authorized in the
U.K.
The drug, molnupiravir, could
provide a much-needed weapon
against the virus as colder weather pushes case counts higher and
U.S. officials brace for the arrival
of the new omicron variant.
Merck hasn’t specifically tested
its drug against the new variant
but said it should have some potency based on its effectiveness
against other strains of coronavirus.
That uncertainty frustrated
many panelists as they grappled
with whether to back the treatment for millions of Americans.

“With no data saying it works
with new variants, I really think
we need to be careful about saying that this is the way to go,” said
Dr. David Hardy of Charles Drew
University School of Medicine
and Science, who ultimately voted
to back the drug.
On Friday, Merck released updated data that paint a less compelling picture of the drug’s effectiveness than just a few weeks
earlier.
Merck said final study results
showed molnupiravir reduced
hospitalization and death by 30%
among adults infected with the
coronavirus, when compared with
adults taking a placebo. That effect was significantly less than the
50% reduction it first announced
based on incomplete results.
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Editorial

UConn
students, get
your booster
shot

HISTORICAL HONDURAN
GENERAL ELECTION IS
KEY FOR THE FUTURE
OF THE LEFT IN LATAM
by Michael Hernandez

cline of the Liberal Party and (3) most importantly, the rise of the leftist LIBRE Party. Its
most visible leader was Castro, who unsuccessfully ran for President in 2013 and 2017.
This past Sunday, Hondurans voted in the The LIBRE Party has grown so fast that in
most consequential election the troubled its inaugural election in 2013 it won 37 new
Central American nation has experienced
seats in Congress and has since held more
in over a decade, as evidenced by
seats than the once mighty Liberal
a 68% participation rate. With
Party. This year, LIBRE won the
about half of the votes countmayoral election in the capital
It is safe to
ed, leftist LIBRE Party cancity and is expected to see
assume that
didate Xiomara Castro is
large gains in Congress.
leading by 20 percentage
Overall, the political terCastro will
points ahead of right-wing
rain
at home is favorable
be the first
National Party candidate
for Castro’s leftist agenwoman elected
Nasry Asfura and more
da and ideology as votPresident of
than 40 percentage points
ers are looking for change
Honduras.
ahead of center-right Liberal
in a nation hit hard by the
Party candidate Yani RosenCOVID-19 pandemic, gang vithal. While the election has not
olence and a shrinking economy.
been called by the Supreme ElecCastro was even endorsed by the
toral Tribunal, it is safe to assume that
business community despite running as
Castro will be the first woman elected Pres- a so-called “democratic socialist.” However,
ident of Honduras. Her election will be his- there are challenges at home and abroad.
toric for other reasons as well. It will bring Honduras is still overwhelmingly conservathe century-long two-party system to a
tive and many are worried about Casdefinitive end, reverse the 12-year
tro’s controversial proposals to
hold on power by the National
legalize abortion under certain
Her election ... will
Party and deliver a victory
circumstances of rape and
for a true leftist party for
bring the century-long rewrite the constitution.
the first time in one of
Yet another proposal to
two-party system to a
the most conservative
formalize relations with
definitive end, reverse
nations in Latin Amermainland China has
the 12-year hold on
ica. Despite these mileraised concern abroad
power by the National
stones, Castro’s adsince Honduras is
Party and deliver a
ministration will face
part of only a handful
victory for a true leftist
challenges to its leftist
of nations worldwide
party for the first
agenda and ideology in
that recognize Taiwan’s
time
in one of the most
a region where the left
independence. The U.S.
conservative nations in and China will be paying
is struggling with democLatin America.
racy, the de facto collapse of
close attention to the Castro
Venezuela and other pressing
administration, as both comissues.
pete for influence in the region.
The emergence of the left in HonduIt is important to note that historically
ras as a political force goes back to the 2006 the U.S. has favored right-wing presidents
election of President Manuel Zelaya of the in Honduras, and the last time it dealt with
Liberal Party, who is also Castro’s husband. a leftist president was Castro’s ousted husEven though Zelaya ran as a conservative, by band.
2007 he was publicly allying himself
The Honduran general election
with Venezuelan leftist Presialso comes at a point of crisis
dent Hugo Chavez, becoming
for the left in Latin Amerithe only president in Latin
ca, with massive protests in
The Honduran
American history to do a
communist Cuba, economic
general election
right-to-left policy switch
collapse in Venezuela and
while in office. The politithe triumph of the right in
also comes at
cal and economic elite opEl Salvador under Nayib
a point of crisis
posed Zelaya, and when he
Bukele and in Guatemala
for the left in
attempted a referendum to
under Alejandro GiammatLatin America.
change the constitution in
tei. The success (or failure)
2009, Congress ousted him in
of the Castro administration
a coup.
will be key to the future of the
Three major developments enleft in Latin America as the region
sued from the 2009 coup: (1) the construggles to balance its agenda with
solidation of power by the National Party for democracy, the pandemic and its stance on
the next decade, (2) the fracturing and de- China.
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he Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) recently expanded
its recommendations regarding the
COVID-19 booster shot. Currently, the
recommendation is that all U.S. adults
should get the COVID-19 booster shot at
least six months after their second shot if they initially
received the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines and at least
two months after their shot if they received the Johnson and Johnson vaccine. The available booster shots,
produced by Pfizer and Moderna, are interchangeable,
meaning that regardless of the type of initial vaccine
received, either type is fine for the booster.
COVID-19 cases are currently on the rise in the U.S.,
especially given the holiday season. As of Nov. 25, the
U.S. was reporting 94,000 new COVID-19 cases per
day. Although the majority of these cases appear to
be among unvaccinated populations, many are also
considered breakthrough infections, or infections
among those fully vaccinated against COVID-19. The
effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccine does diminish
over time; however, the COVID-19 booster shot greatly
helps with restoring immunity.
The urgency of receiving a COVID-19 booster applies
to students at the University of Connecticut specifically, given the fact that all students attend classes;
go to dining halls, cafés and restaurants; and attend
other extracurricular activities often with little to no
social distancing. These congregate settings make it
imperative that students receive the booster shot as
soon as they are eligible.
Cases specifically in Connecticut are also increasing,
which is concerning especially given that the statewide mask mandate is not in place anymore, and many
towns do not have indoor mask mandates. Thus, the
booster shot is available and can greatly help decrease
the risk of contracting breakthrough infections.
Many pharmacies are offering the COVID-19 booster
shot for those above the age of 18 who have waited the
required amount of time since their primary vaccine
doses. CVS, Walgreens and Rite Aid are all currently
offering COVID-19 booster shot appointments that
can be scheduled online. UConn Storrs students may
also call Student Health and Wellness at 860-4862719 to schedule a COVID-19 booster shot, as per the
email from Dean of Students Eleanor JB Daughtery
from Nov. 12.
In addition to receiving a booster shot, it is also
imperative that the general public continue to take
necessary precautions, such as wearing a mask indoors and practicing social distancing. Many seem to
be under the impression that with the availability of
vaccines, the pandemic is largely over, but with the rise
in cases and the recently discovered omicron variant
of COVID-19, this is clearly not true.
UConn’s current COVID-19 guidelines are adequate
in terms of masking, and therefore should be followed.
Furthermore, given how necessary the booster vaccine
is for maintaining immunity, the UConn administration should consider requiring that all students, staff
and faculty receive the booster vaccine while providing
accessible ways for all students to receive it.
We at The Daily Campus encourage students to get
their booster shot as soon as possible. As of now, it is
one of the best ways to continue protecting yourself
and the people around you, and necessary for us to end
the COVID-19 pandemic as soon as possible.
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What to know about the

Winter
Gear
Drive
by Zachary Wisnefsky
STAFF WRITER
zachary.wisnefsky@uconn.edu

Two weeks ago, on Nov. 15,
UConn Praxis and Creating
Caring Communities began
their Spreading Warmth in
Winter: Winter Gear Drive.
UConn Praxis is a citizenship organization focused on
empowering and inspiring
UConn students through being committed to building a
more equitable society.
Creating Caring Communities is an organization committed to building a community for students who either
have been or are still currently in the foster care system
or identify as independent.
Through CCC, students of
that identity are given
academic and social
support, while also
working to provide
a community.

Both
UConn
P r a x i s
a n d
Creating Communities are combining their
efforts to lead the Winter Gear Drive,
which will
be running
until

Dec. 6.
The Daily Campus was lucky
enough to speak with UConn
Praxis’ Coordinator of their
hunger and homelessness
campaign,
Srimayi
Chaturvedula,
via email.
“Our Spreading Warmth in
Winter Donation Drive is collecting used or new
winter clothes from
UConn to provide
them to people in need,
whether that be UConn
students who need
these resources or
homeless individuals in the
greater
Connecticut area,”
Chatur vedula
explained. “We are
hopeful of collecting a bounty
of items to distribute this season, as the wintertime and acquiring adequate winter gear is
extremely difficult for individuals who experience poverty
and resource insecurity. We are
c o l -

lecting donations right now
until Dec. 6, 2021, and donation boxes can be found
in dining halls, the Student
Organization Center in the
Union and Homer Babbidge
Library.”
This is not the first time
that UConn Praxis or Creating Caring Communities has
run a donation drive; similar
events were run just a few
weeks ago.
“The UConn Praxis Hunger & Homelessness Campaign has traditionally organized donation drives as a
way to substantially support
and uplift underserved populations,” Chaturvedula elucidated. “We just finished our
Hopeful Food Drive, in which
we collected food donations
from the larger UConn area
by allowing people to donate
from their doorstep. Our
campaign interns distributed
flyers and revisited homes to
collect donations from people's doorsteps, and we will
soon donate these collections
to local soup kitchens. Creating Caring Communities just
conducted a Grab-and-Go
Friendsgiving titled, 'Feed the
Fam,' which was aimed towards providing a Thanksgiving meal for those experiencing food and/or
housing insecurity,
independent status,
family estrangement or with
lived experience in the
foster
c a r e
sys-

tem.”
This Winter Gear Drive
will have a major impact on
those less fortunate in our
community.
“Lower income families
and individuals experiencing poverty struggle to afford
winter clothing, such as coats,
sweaters, gloves, scarves and
hats, and they often rely on
donations to shelters and distribution centers to be able to
stay warm during the winter,” Chaturvedula described.
“There are even many students here on campus who
experience financial burdens
and are unable to afford
such commodities, and our
Spreading Warmth in Winter Donation Drive will give
these valuable resources to
people who can really benefit from them. Additionally,
by being sustainable through
the repurposing of unwanted
winter gear, we are able to reduce environmental waste by
keeping people warm.”
Students can participate in
the drive by depositing their
winter-appropriate
items
in the various drop-boxes
around campus, including
in dining halls, the Student
Organization Center in the
Union and in Homer Babbidge Library.
To get involved in the
work of UConn Praxis, email
Chaturvedula at srimayi.
chaturvedula@uconn.edu.
To join the Creating Caring
Communities email list, contact Maria Kelley at maria.
kelley@uconn.edu.
To stay up to date with any
news surrounding the organizations, follow UConn Praxis
and Creating Caring Communities on Instagram @
uconnpraxis
and @uconnccc.
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Loving ‘Red (Taylor’s Version)’:

A refined re-recording retains raw emotion
by Hollianne Lao
LIFE EDITOR
hollianne.lao@uconn.edu

Taylor Swift’s recent release may
be titled after her signature color,
red, but the artist’s latest remastering of her records is musical gold.
(Definitely not clever wordplay worthy of Swift’s lyrical skill, but she is
known to appreciate puns!) With
nine never-released songs “from
the vault,” a star-studded short
film for “All Too Well (10 Minute
Version) (Taylor’s Version) (From
the Vault)” and an eventual music
video for “I Bet You Think About
Me (feat. Chris Stapleton) (Taylor’s
Version) (From the Vault)” directed by the lovely Blake Lively, “Red
(Taylor’s Version)” was all I wanted
and more. The re-recorded songs
offer a nuanced sound that perfectly
captures the melancholy of a mature
Swift looking back on a time of raw,
red emotion. This sound creates cohesion among the versatile album,
which features pop experimentation with “22 (Taylor’s Version)” and
“Holy Ground (Taylor’s Version)”;
slow ballads with “Sad Beautiful
Tragic (Taylor’s Version)” and “The
Last Time (Taylor’s Version)”; and
classic country with songs she had
originally written for other artists: “Better Man (Taylor’s Version)
(From the Vault)” and “Babe (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault).” The
songs from the vault, numerous as
they may be, seem indispensable to
the rest of the album. With the supplementary content Swift is providing with her revival of “Red” — aptly
released in autumn — such as her
infamous “Easter eggs,” the
short film and music video,
I feel like the lucky one.
One would think
listening to a re-recorded album would
be repetitive, but
Swift allows herself and listeners
to rediscover

the meaning behind the music, revisit the emotion behind the lyrics
and redefine how they relate to the
songs. I was a fledgling Swiftie when
“Red” originally came out, and it is
refreshing to rock out to “I Knew
You Were Trouble (Taylor’s Version)” and “We Are Never Getting
Back Together (Taylor’s Version)”
now, as opposed to scoff at them as
“out-of-character” for Swift as I may
have in 2012. As Swift explained on
“The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon,” when she was publicizing “Red” almost ten years ago, she
cried in between interviews because
of how emotionally viscerally the
songs were to her during such a tumultuous time. Now, Swift enjoys
revisiting the sentimental songs at a
happier point in her life.
I could go on and on about all
26 songs, but I’ll stick to a few of
the vault songs. (See my favorites
from the original album, which are
back and better than ever on this
version, below.) “The Very First
Night (Taylor’s Version) (From the
Vault)” is a surprise favorite from
the vault, sounding cheery without
being too saccharine. Hearing indie
singer-songwriter Phoebe Bridgers
featured on one of Swift’s songs in
my favorite Swift album is probably the best part of “Red (Taylor’s
Version),” besides “All Too Well (10
Minute Version) (Taylor’s Version)
(From the Vault).” Their voices,
ringing sweet, clear and the perfect
amount of sorrowful, meld melodically for a
unique,

well-crafted track about youth and
value as a modern woman.
“How can a person know everything at 18/But nothing at 22?”
Bridgers and Swift croon nostalgically, heartbreakingly during the
bridge.
“I Bet You Think About Me (feat.
Chris Stapleton) (Taylor’s Version)
(From the Vault)” is a more upbeat
feature track, leaning more into the
singer’s country experience and
sounding like a soul sister to “Speak
Now,” as the music video features a
befuddled Miles Teller haunted by
the ghost of Taylor Swift during his
wedding to another woman. “Babe
(Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault)”
is another fun country track I thoroughly enjoyed, maybe even more so
than the version performed by Sugarland. Swift’s “Better Man (Taylor’s
Version) (From the Vault)” is brighter than the original performed by
Little Big Town, but still perfectly
captures the wistful lamenting in
the lyrics.
Besides being part of the general
reclaiming of Swift’s music, her “versions” also allow the artist to cater
her eras to what she knows her fans
want. For example, in her recent appearance on “Late Night with Seth
Myers,” Swift lets fans know she
pays attention to which songs
they think should have been
singles or have a music video,
one of those being “All Too
Well (10 Minute Version)
(Taylor’s Version) (From
the Vault).” The longer
version of the critically acclaimed song
wasn’t initially
released because it was
declared
to be “too
long” for
the radio.
After the
re-

Rating: 13/5
(but to be serious:
5/5)

lease of “Red,” the
song became a fan
and critic favorite, catapulting to popularity
despite not being a single
off of the album or having
an accompanying music video. Swift remedied the lack of such
with the release of the 10 minute
version and the accompanying short
film starring Sadie Sink and Dylan
O’Brien. And despite industry expectations, the song has been wildly
successful; according to the Guinness World Records, the track broke
the record for the longest song to
reach No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100,
surpassing Don McLean’s “American Pie.”
The artist and studio album have
also racked up more awards in the
two weeks since the release of “Red
(Taylor’s Version).” Additionally
declared by the Guinness World Records, Swift broke her own record
for the most simultaneous US Hot
100 entries by a
female,
with
26.
Previous-

l y,
the
r e cord
was 18
tracks,
from her 2019
studio
album
“Lover.” With the 26 songs appearing on the hot 100 and marking the
most simultaneous US Hot 100 new
entries, “Red (Taylor’s Version)” further makes music history.
After the singer-songwriter re-recorded and re-released her original
second album, “Fearless (Taylor’s
Version’s),” fans clamored to discover which of her other albums owned
by other recording labels she would
give the Taylor treatment. Swift’s
lead-up to the release of “Red (Taylor’s Version)” on Nov. 12 generated
even more excitement than “Fearless
(Taylor’s Version)” in April 2021, as
many critics and fans declare the
2012 original to contain some of the
artist’s best songs — Rolling Stone
ranks “All Too Well” No. 1 out of her
complete discography. If anyone
was going to improve
upon a masterpiece, I knew
it would
b
e
Swift.

Add to your playlist:
“All Too Well (10 Minute Version) (Taylor’s Version)
(From the Vault),”
“Nothing New (feat. Phoebe Bridgers) (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault),”
“Babe (Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault),”
“I Bet You Think About Me (feat. Chris Stapleton)
(Taylor’s Version) (From the Vault),”
“The Very First Night (Taylor’s Version) (From the
Vault),”
“State of Grace (Taylor’s Version),”
“Holy Ground (Taylor’s Version),”
“The Last Time (Taylor’s Version),”
“I Almost Do (Taylor’s Version),”
“Come Back...Be Here (Taylor’s Version)

PHOTOS COURTESY OF FLICKR
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Get It Done In 2021:
How to stay productive
during the holiday season
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Leave work at work.

Always update your calendar.
Holiday parties with family, friends
and colleagues are coming back in full
swing this year, which creates the potential to overbook yourself. Keeping
track of the dates and times for events
will help you to get some work done
before letting loose, and will also give
you something to look forward to.

by Grace Seymour

Bringing work home at night to
catch up on tasks can be tempting,
but it takes away from the joy of the
holiday season. So while at work, just
focus on work. You can shop online
on the couch with some hot cocoa and
Netflix after work instead of doing it at
your desk during the day.

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
grace.seymour@uconn.edu

For many adults, the holiday season is often tied with a busy schedule
and shopping stress. It can be difficult to focus on work or studying for
finals while others are going ice skating and watching Christmas movies
all day. Here are some tips on how to
stay productive during the holiday
season, while still being able to enjoy
yourself.

Get shopping done early.
Making a list and checking it
twice will help keep you on track
with holiday planning. As you mature, the expectation and pressure
to give quality gifts to friends and
family increases. Make a list for
each person in your life that you
want to buy a gift for and try to get
it done as soon as possible so you
are not under pressure in the final
weeks of the season.

Try to avoid multitasking.
Focusing on one task at a time
will avoid burnout, whereas
attempting to complete multiple
tasks at the same time will decrease
energy and motivation. If you have
a work task and a holiday planning
task, finish one before the next for
the best productivity results.
Take some time off to spend quality
time with family and friends.
With all this information given on
maintaining success at work, it is still important to celebrate this time of year with
loved ones. Don’t be the person who has
no time to decorate the house or do some
holiday baking. Find a balance between
work and the holidays to be the best version of yourself and have the most stressfree holiday season possible.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM
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Photo of the Day | All adorned

Lights and decorations adorning a barn and a tree beckon in the holiday season.

PHOTO BY JULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Crossword

Sudoku
Level 1 2

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Surpasses 21, in
blackjack
6 Top-level
performance
11 NBA legend,
familiarly
14 Company that’s
proud of its
quacks?
15 Chopper topper
16 Like the top half
of Monaco’s flag
17 Craven endeavor
19 In the style of
20 Solar panel spot
21 Blockhead
22 Like energyefficient buildings,
e.g.
29 Together, in music
30 Acid found in
olive oil
31 34-Across has
one of them
34 Historic ship
35 QB’s try
38 Territorial complex
dissolved during
the Napoleonic
Wars
41 Senator
Klobuchar
42 Orator’s art: Abbr.
43 WWI president
44 Dough
45 Resistance units
46 Acclaimed
2016 Broadway
soundtrack, with
“The”
52 “By Jove!”
53 Ticket datum
54 __-country
55 Final leg ... and a
hint to each set of
circles
62 Cartoonist Chast
63 Precipice
64 Like an egg
65 Table for __
66 Passing words?
67 Tranquilizing
brand
DOWN
1 “Harrumph!”
2 Eerie sky sight
3 Canon letters
4 Pitch
5 Org. whose
income taxes are
passed through
to shareholders

3

4

Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle
12/1/21

By Joe Deeney

6 Tanks and such
7 Digress
8 Dune buggy,
briefly
9 L’état, à Louis
XIV
10 Bard’s before
11 Outlined,
maybe
12 Museum piece
13 Website for
Jewish singles
18 Sushi topper
21 Half a Northwest
airport
22 Yoga term
meaning “force”
23 “Under the
weather,” say
24 Water-formed
ditch
25 Actress Lamarr
26 Director of many
“This Is Us”
episodes
27 What people who
need People
might do?
28 Coconut Grove
city
32 Swashbuckling
Flynn
33 Très chic
35 Tyler of “Archer”
36 Tread heavily

Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved

12/1/21

DYK?

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9.
WEARING HEADPHONES
For strategies
on how to solve
FOR JUST AN HOUR COULD
Sudoku, visit

A shrimp’s heart is in its
head.
INCREASE THE BACTERIA
IN
sudoku.org.uk
YOUR© EAR
BY 700 TIMES.
2021 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

37 Future, e.g.
39 Ten-time NBA
All-Star Anthony,
to fans
40 Story arc
44 Prefix with day
46 Symbol of
affection
47 Lit up
48 Passover staple
49 Hides
50 Wednesday kin
51 Copy, in a way

12/1/21

55 “Industry”
network
56 Celestial
sphere
57 Customizable
Nintendo avatar
58 Green of
“Casino Royale”
59 Shade on the
beach
60 Windy City train
letters
61 Curse

Rubber bands last longer
when refrigerated.
WHEN TYPING
CONVENTIONALLY, THE
AVERAGE PERSON’S LEFT
HAND DOES 56% OF THE
TYPING.
FACTS COURTESY OF NIEHS.NIH.GOV
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Sounding Off: The Mets finally got a real third baseman, and also Max Scherzer
by Sam Zelin

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sam.zelin@uconn.edu

There’s inherent skepticism and a
sense that nothing is ever satisfactory that comes with being a Mets fan,
and I’m currently trying very hard
not to succumb to both of those feelings.
After days of watching Steve Cohen (the man who’s supposed to be
the franchise’s savior after the horrendous Wilpon regime ended) air
his dirty laundry on Twitter, some
good news finally came our way. After years of being subjected to other
teams making huge headlines with
big offseason signings, I will admit
it has been refreshing to see the Mets
get a few.
The first big move of the Cohen
era came with the Francisco Lindor
trade, then 10-year contract, and I
will admit that the classic Mets skepticism was with me from the start.
Immediately upon seeing the news,
my mind went to “Amed Rosario
(2019’s SS) was good last year, what
we really need is a third baseman.”
While now I do believe Lindor will
pay off, my third baseman feelings
definitely proved true last year, as the
platoon of J.D. Davis, Jonathan Villar,
Luis Guillorme and others simply
didn’t provide any consistency.
The Lindor deal was last year
though, and another fatal flaw of all
Mets fans is the idea that each year is
going to be the year. I will say, however, this year’s moves have been very
exciting so far.
First, my third baseman wishes have (hopefully) been answered.
The acquisition of Eduardo Escobar
genuinely excites me. The Mets haven’t really had a consistently healthy
third baseman since Matt Cain
hurled a fastball into David Wright’s
head, and Escobar seems like a durable player. If he can be an anchor at
the hot corner, the rest of the infield
will have so much more depth. Also,
for what it’s worth, his batting average went up by more than 20 points
when he went from the Diamond-

backs, a team far out of contention,
to the first-place Brewers last year.
Assuming the Mets will be at least a
contender next year, hopefully this
winning mentality will keep his productivity up.
In the outfield, the Mets have two
new exciting acquisitions, Starling
Marte and Mark Canha. If I’m being
completely honest, I’m more excited about the former than the latter.

With a career OPS of almost .800,
Marte should be a very productive
piece in the lineup. Canha will still be
a positive addition to the outfield, but
I hope that the Mets get a few more
deals done, because I can see him being an effective depth piece.
Now, I began writing this article
on Sunday night, but I had to completely restart on Monday. The original argument I was going to make

was that the Mets, just like with the
Lindor deal, once again focused on
the wrong area of the team. However, much to my delight, Max Scherzer
signed on Monday. The omnipresent
skepticism crept back into my head
for a bit, wondering if Scherzer might
be past his prime, but one look at last
year’s numbers has me convinced
this was a good pick up. The beginning of my career as a fan introduced

MLB pitcher Max Scherzer with the Los Angeles Dodgers, to which he was traded in the middle of the 2021
season. On Monday, Scherzer signed with the New York Mets. PHOTO COURTESY OF AP

me to Pedro Martinez and Tom
Glavine aging as Mets, and I’m really
hoping this isn’t the same scenario.
So after a week of the Mets front
office making fans happy, the unfortunate feeling that this isn’t good
enough still remains. Sure, we currently have four of the last six Cy
Young Award winners on our team,
but that’s only going to cover two of
five rotation days. While I’d be overjoyed with a rotation that included
Carlos Carrasco, Taijuan Walker and David Peterson all at their
peaks, the last two years have planted a lot of doubt in me that that’s
possible.
Right now, if there’s any move that
I think is necessary for the Mets to
make as soon as possible, it’s signing Marcus Stroman. He’s a third
dependable arm in the rotation, he
works great with the New York environment and he literally said earlier
this week, in a now deleted tweet,
that he wants to come back despite
the organization’s possible desire to
look elsewhere. Cohen has already
demonstrated that he has the wallet
to get the deal done, we just need to
see if new GM Billy Eppler is willing
to do it.
Other than that, the last thing I
want for the Mets is completely out
of their control. Dom Smith has been
a fan-favorite and an integral part of
the team for multiple years now, and
as it seems Pete Alonso, just as integral a player, has the first base job
on lock, the Mets would benefit immensely from the DH coming to the
National League.
In conclusion, I envision a Mets
lineup with Brandon Nimmo, Marte, Alonso, Smith and Lindor being
very effective, and if they can get run
support for a pitching staff helmed
by deGrom and Scherzer, this team
could really go somewhere. All we
have to worry about is whether or
not injuries will strike as hard as they
did last year, and whether or not we
have a front office that’s willing to fill
in the gaps effectively. Those are two
huge maybes, but what’s a Mets season without huge maybes?

LSU, Kelly agree to 10-year contract worth at least $95M
(AP) — LSU flew newly hired
coach Brian Kelly on a private jet to
Baton Rouge, where he was greeted
Tuesday by fans, dignitaries and
the Golden Band from Tigerland
after agreeing to a 10-year contract
worth $95 million plus incentives.
The hiring of Kelly — who has
coached Notre Dame for the past 12
seasons and eclipsed Knute Rockne
for career victories with the storied
Fighting Irish — came together on
Monday night in yet another blockbuster coaching move in college
football.
LSU made it official on Tuesday
morning.
“Brian Kelly is the epitome of a
winner,” LSU athletic director Scott
Woodward said. “He has built and
sustained success at every program
he’s led, from multiple undefeated
regular seasons and National Coach
of the Year honors to (Division II)
national titles and College Football
Playoff berths. His credentials and
consistency speak for themselves.”
Kelly replaces Ed Orgeron, a
Louisiana native who won a national title at LSU just two seasons
ago with Heisman Trophy winning
quarterback Joe Burrow leading the
Tigers to a 15-0 record. Orgeron has
gone 11-11 since and agreed in October to a $17 million buyout that
would have him step down at the
end of this season.
Orgeron coached his final game
last Saturday, when the Tigers upset then-No. 14 Texas A&M to finish
the regular season 6-6.
Like Orgeron, Kelly is 60 but the
similarities more or less end there.
Orgeron is a Cajun raised in the
shadow of shrimp trawlers on the
Bayou Lafourche southwest of New
Orleans. He was raised on LSU
football and idolized the Tigers
stars of the past.
Kelly came from an Irish-Catholic family in the Boston area and
is bound to be far more familiar
with using nut crackers to pick the
meat our of a lobster claw than with
sucking seasoned juices from the
heads of boiled crawfish.
But he has recruited in Louisiana,
where LSU gets much of its elite
home-grown talent. In recent history, Louisiana has produced as much
NFL talent per capita as any state.

New LSU football coach Brian Kelly gestures to fans after his arrival at Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport,
Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2021, in Baton Rouge, La. Kelly, formerly of Notre Dame, is said to have agreed to a 10-year
contract with LSU worth $95 million plus incentives. PHOTO BY MATTHEW HINTON/AP

“I could not be more excited to
join a program with the commitment to excellence, rich traditions,
and unrivaled pride and passion
of LSU football,” Kelly said. “I am
fully committed to recruiting, developing, and graduating elite student-athletes, winning championships, and working together with
our administration to make Louisiana proud.
“Our potential is unlimited,” Kel-

ly added. “I cannot wait to call Baton Rouge home.”
Kelly was accompanied by
Woodward on his chartered flight
to Baton Rouge. As he walked out
of the plane and onto the tarmac,
he waved and gave a thumbs-up
to cheering fans while the LSU
marching band played. Kelly’s introductory media conference was
scheduled for Wednesday.
Kelly was 113-40 as a head coach

at Notre Dame, including a current
run of five straight double-digit victory seasons. His overall coaching
record is 166-62 over 18 seasons in
major college football.
No previous Notre Dame coach
has left the Irish, winners of eight
AP national championships, to take
a job at another school since the AP
poll started in 1936. Rockne’s successor, Hunk Anderson, went from
Notre Dame to North Carolina State

after going 3-5-1 in 1933.
Notre Dame (11-1) remains in contention to reach the College Football Playoff for the third time in the
last four years.
LSU paid Orgeron nearly $9
million this season, making him
among the highest paid coaches
in college football along with Alabama’s Nick Saban, Clemson’s
Dabo Swinney, Texas A&M’s Jimbo Fisher and, in the past month,
Mel Tucker of Michigan State and
James Franklin at Penn State. That
list certainly now includes USC’s
Lincoln Riley, who bolted Oklahoma over the weekend in the other
big coaching move this week.
Orgeron was due to make an average of $7 million over the length of
his six-year that ran through 2025.
Kelly’s full salary at Notre Dame, a
private school, was unknown but
it was believed to be more than $5
million per year.
While Kelly has no personal ties
to the South, neither did two of the
past three national-title winning
coaches at LSU. Les Miles, who
won a title in the 2007 season, was
a Michigan man who coached at
Oklahoma State before replacing
Saban in Baton Rouge. Saban, who
won the BCS championship in the
2003 season, is a West Virginia native who came to LSU from Michigan State.
Kelly’s national titles have come
at Division II Grand Valley State.
He worked his way up from there to
Central Michigan and then to Cincinnati, always winning more than
the coaches who preceded him.
He did the same thing at Notre
Dame, but the national championship has eluded him. As good as
the Fighting Irish have been, they
have not won it all since 1988 and
have been outclassed in two College Football Playoff semifinals
(in the 2018 season against Clemson and two years later against
Alabama) and the BCS title game
against the Crimson Tide in the
2012 season.
Kelly will now see Saban every
season in the SEC West and try
to fill the last remaining hole on
his Hall of Fame resume at LSU, a
school that has turned its last three
coaches into national champions.
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Photo of the Day | Stickin’ it to ’em

The Huskies beat the River Hawks 2-1 in the XL Center on Nov. 21, 2021. All goals during the game were scored during the second period, and UConn had lost 0-3 to UMass the day
before. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO & VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Point/Counterpoint:
AT THIS POINT IN THE COLLEGE BASKETBALL SEASON, WHO SHOULD BE PICKED FIRST IN THE
NBA DRAFT: CHET HOLMGREN OR PAOLO BANCHERO?
The college basketball season is
back and rolling. With these spectacular set of events, two stars have
emerged: Duke forward Paolo Banchero and Gonzaga big man Chet
Holmgren. Both players are special
and are a part of two powerhouse
teams in college basketball. However, even in the early stages of the
college basketball season, the question arises as to whether Banchero
or Holmgren will be selected with
the first pick in the 2022 NBA Draft.
How does the recent matchup between the two college stars play a
part in their ranking amongst NBA
teams? The Daily Campus, represented by Evan Rodriguez and
Stratton Stave, will look to argue
this question in this week’s edition
of point/counterpoint.
Evan: I will be the first to say
that I love watching both of these
future stars play. Both of them are
easily some of the best talent that
college basketball has to offer. With
that being said, if the NBA Draft
was coming up and I needed to select one of these two for my franchise, the pick for me is Banchero.
I think a big part of my decision
comes to positions. A 6-10 forward
like Banchero who can perform at
a top tier level and easily help put
a poor NBA team in a better posi-

tion to win is certainly tempting.
Holmgren is excellent, but I feel that
you could find great quality centers
too by trading up in the NBA draft
or looking for other proven options
within the NBA. Banchero’s beautiful shooting and rebounding skills
are absolutely insane and with an
outlook on the current NBA standings, he can have more of an impact
in my eyes at the power forward
position on the current contenders
for the first pick like the Houston
Rockets or Detroit Pistons. He has
the capabilities to run the small
forward position as well with what
he’s proven on the court. I also really like Banchero’s ability to play
the point forward with his speed
and passing ability; that can really work to the advantage of NBA
coaches who may want to draw up
plays to take advantage of that. He’s
an insane player on the offensive
end and can definitely develop his
defensive game to become top tier
under proper NBA coaching. After watching the Duke vs. Gonzaga
matchup, where Banchero looked
like a man amongst boys with
tough finishes and deep three point
bombs, I’m inclined to shift toward
picking the Duke star. His offensive
firepower is too dangerous to ignore and while Holmgren’s defense
is absolutely elite to go along with

a polished offensive game, I don’t
know if that’s enough to pick him
up over a player like Banchero.
Stratton: The thing here is that
Chet Holmgren is not just another
quality center. The 7-foot-1 “unicorn” is a generational type of talent with a massive array of skill
sets. Starting on the offensive end,
Holmgren is an extremely efficient
three point shooter for his size at
36.8%. His overall field goal shooting is even more efficient, sitting
at an eye-popping 71%, which includes games against three different top five teams. Holmgren
is scoring a decent 13.8 points per
game, but this should increase as he
gains a bit more comfort at the college level. The Minnesota product’s
PER currently sits at 31.5, which is
incredible too. Along with his ability to put the ball into the hoop, he
also knows how to find his teammates, collecting 2.5 assists per
game. On the other end of the floor,
Holmgren knows how to intimidate his opponents, blocking 3.5
shots per game. Everything about
Holmgren’s stat-line screams “first
overall pick” and he passes the eyetest too. Although he will need to
put some muscle on his thin frame,
the fact that he looked so good in
the top five matchups currently is

really encouraging. Not to say that
Banchero isn’t great, but Holmgren
provides a much more unique look
and will be much tougher to guard
in the NBA context. There are plenty of guys you could put on Banchero, but Holmgren would provide a
different challenge, forcing the defense to choose between giving up
threes and easy twos.
Evan: I wholeheartedly agree
with Holmgren being a generational talent. He’s easily dominating his
opponents right now and I can’t
stray away from what he would
bring to any NBA team. However, the NBA game is evolving and
so are centers. Centers like Miami
Heat all-star Bam Adebayo are now
able to guard the perimeter and
the paint. Tougher NBA defenders
would impact Holmgren’s impact to
finish at the rim at a really efficient
rate. You may be able to put plenty of guys on Banchero, but there’s
certainly plenty of centers who
would be able to make it hard for
Holmgren as well. While Holmgren
is still adjusting to the college competition, Banchero has had no
problem scoring the ball heavily at
18.3 points per game, whether that’s
against harder competition or not.
While Holmgren may still be adjusting to the college game, it’s not

encouraging to see that Banchero is
out rebounding him 7.6 rebounds
to 7.0 rebounds at this point in the
year as well. While it will certainly
be a tough choice for any NBA team
for the first pick, you don’t pass up
on Banchero when he can score
the ball that effortlessly along with
his complementary skills, whether
that’s his rebounding or 1.4 steals
per game.
Stratton: Although centers
in the NBA are getting better at
guarding versatility, Holmgren is
just a different breed. He is able
to score at all three levels and can
handle the ball too. The most notable play that demonstrates this
came against then No. 2 UCLA,
where Holmgren blocked a shot
on one end, grabbed the rebound,
took the ball up the court, got past
the defender using a behind the
back move and flushed it home.
Nobody at any level is capable of
guarding that. At the number one
draft slot, teams are looking for
brilliance to dig their franchise out
of a hole. Holmgren is much more
unique than Banchero and would
be easy to build around with his
array of tools. Banchero is still a
great player, but Holmgren fits
much better as someone who will
be picked in the top overall slot.

Gonzaga center Chet Holmgren dunks during the first half of the team’s NCAA college
basketball game against Bellarmine, Friday, Nov. 19, 2021, in Spokane, Wash.

Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski talks to forward Paolo Banchero during the second half of the
team’s NCAA college basketball game against Gonzaga on Friday, Nov. 26, 2021, in Las Vegas.

PHOTO BY YOUNG KWAK/AP

PHOTO BY ELLEN SCHMIDT/AP
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The Future of Texas: Jack Leiter
by Evan Rodriguez

STAFF WRITER
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

The future is bright in Arlington. The Texas Rangers had
themselves a beautiful start to the
offseason and that’s an understatement. With over half of a billion
dollars being spent during the 2021
free agency and the team’s infield
locked up with new acquisitions,
Corey Seager and Marcus Semien,
the Rangers are done losing and
have now begun to establish a path
to the franchise’s first World Series title. Along with their brilliant
moves, the team will look to count
on one pitching prospect to elevate
them to the next level: Jack Leiter.
Leiter, son of MLB pitcher Al
Leiter, is truly a prized prospect. In
fact, Leiter is so dangerous on the
mound that he has the potential to
become a pitcher much better than
his father could have dreamed to
be. After skipping out on a chance
to go to the MLB, Leiter decided to
attend college and in the process,
he significantly raised his value.
He throws a solid pitch arsenal
that includes a fastball, curveball,
slider and cutter, with a changeup
pitch coming as a work in progress.
But what makes Leiter so special? Standing at 6 feet 1 inch, he’s
fairly undersized, but that doesn’t
stop Leiter from dominating on
the mound. His fastball consists of
a rate of 92-96 mph, a 2200-2400
RPM, an 18-20” vertical break and
an 8.1” horizontal break. That fastball is his main pitch and there is a
reason for that. While his spin rate
on his fastball doesn’t jump out on
paper, scouts have noted that Leiter’s fastball is no ordinary fastball
with the pitch being known for its
“reading life and outstanding metrics,” according to MLB.com. That
rising effect, combined with an
elite vertical approach angle, has
allowed Leiter to strike out batters
efficiently with his fastball.

The Texas Rangers, fresh off of signing free agents Corey Seager and Marcus Semien, will look for starting
pitching help from their current prospect, Jack Leiter, in the near future. PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Leiter’s other pitches are nothing to glaze over either. His curveball, which sits between 77-79
mph with a 2300 RPM, has great
movement and tunneling that
stunned hitters during the pitcher’s time at Vanderbilt University.
Leiter’s less frequent pitches like
his slider, which reaches 81-84

mph, only add to his list of pitches that make him so impressive
against hitters.
With his selection by the Rangers
with the No. 2 overall pick from the
pitching factory that is Vanderbilt,
Leiter is in elite company. The baseball
pitching factory has crafted a collection of excellent MLB pitchers includ-

ing Dodgers starter Walker Buehler,
former all-star David Price and Kansas City Royals pitcher Mike Minor.
“It’s not easy to play in this program,” said Tim Corbin, head coach
of the Commodores.
Scouts have compared the elite
prospect to former Vanderbilt
standout and current Cincinnati

Reds pitcher Sonny Gray. However, Leiter already has a more developed repertoire than Gray and has
the statistics to prove his polished
skillset. His career at Vanderbilt
saw the top prospect accumulate
a 13-4 record with a 2.08 ERA and
a 0.844 WHIP. Leiter, combined
with 2021 No. 10 overall selection
Kumar Rocker, absolutely dominated on the pitching end as the
duo led the nation in strikeouts
with 179.
Leiter is the perfect answer for
Texas’ pitching needs right now.
With the Rangers pitching rotation
looking incredibly weak compared
to their lineup consisting of Seager
and Semien, the team needs to bolster that side of their team in order
to confidently win ball games. Jon
Gray as the team’s ace simply is
not going to cut it for a team that
wants to win. The team simply
can’t depend on their batters to
perform consistently if their pitching rotation is lackluster and has a
high probability of giving up many
runs.
While Leiter was just drafted to
the Rangers in 2021, scouts already
believe that they may see the prospect skyrocket through their farm
system and end up on the major
league roster in 2023. That would
allow Seager, Semien and the rest
of the team to develop great team
chemistry and correct early mistakes. Texas may even be able to
acquire additional pitching talent
to bolster their rotation in time for
Leiter’s debut on the major league
roster.
Regardless of the path that the
Rangers take in acquiring talent,
it is no doubt that Leiter is special.
He’s one of the most hyped up prospects that the organization has seen
in years. If Leiter can continue to
dominate and develop his skill set
that he’s demonstrated throughout
his professional career, batters will
be in trouble when they have to face
him. You can take that prediction to
the bank!

Jon’s Take: Jamal Adams, Seattle might be worse off than the Jets
by Jonathan Synott
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

Back in July of 2020, New York
Jets star Safety Jamal Adams had
enough with the organization he
grew up with. After preaching for
years that he wanted to be a Jet for
life, how he was all about the slow
grind and how he wanted to be
here for the massive organizational
turnaround from zeros to heroes,
he requested a trade.
But he handled it in the worst
way possible, airing out his dirty
laundry in a New York Daily News
article bashing the entire organization. His tone had changed from
“we will grow and get better together” to “this squad, helmed by
former HC Adam Gase, will never
succeed.”
I mean, he was right, but c’mon.
One of the most notable things
about this whole saga looking back
was his list of teams he wanted to
be traded to. Each team had made
the playoffs the following year, besides the rejuvenated, hometown
Cowboys and the Tom Brady-led
Buccaneers.
He certainly got what he wished
for, getting shipped to the Seahawks
along with a 2022 fourth rounder
for a 2021 first rounder, 2022 first
rounder, 2021 third rounder and a
replacement safety in Bradley McDougald.
He certainly got his extension,
albeit after that fourth season like
the Jets had hoped for. He ended up
signing on with Seattle for another
four years and for up to $72 million,
making Adams the highest paid
safety in the NFL at the time.
But man, he hasn’t had a lot of
success. Personally, “Blitz Boy” got
a lot of sacks in 2020, taking down
the quarterback 9.5 times, the most
by any defensive back in a season
in history. Besides that, he didn’t
really do much, earning a then-career worst 64.2 PFF grade on the
year, due to his subpar coverage.
Currently, he has an even lower
63.5 grade for 2021, making for two
massive drop offs from his monster
seasons of 89.8 and 87.9 in 2018 and
2019, respectively.
Those sacks haven’t come quite as

easily this year, as Adams has zero
to show for his 11 games played. He
actually racked up one interception
this year, against Aaron Rodgers
of all people, which he promptly flexed on Twitter. I’m sure he
didn’t post the videos of him getting
burned by a 34 year old DeSean
Jackson, though. This interception
put him at three total for his entire
career. The Jets got back the same

amount of draft picks as he has total interceptions.
What’s even worse is that he’s
seemingly taking down an entire
dynasty with him. The Legion of
Boom hasn’t been a force in a while,
but Seattle has always been in contention with quarterback Russell
Wilson at the helm. The offense
hasn’t been great this year, especially with Alex Collins as the RB1, an

injury to Wilson and underutilizing DK Metcalf, who had one catch
on Monday Night Football. But the
organization’s road to redemption
isn’t made any easier with Adams’
fat contract and loss of three crucial
picks, the last of which is currently
No. 4 in the draft.
After wanting to go to a playoff
team, Adams went to the playoffs—
and proceeded to get bounced in

Seattle Seahawks safety Jamal Adams plays in a Dec. 20, 2020 game against the Washington Football
Team. PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

the Wild Card round. Now, the Seahawks are 3-8 after a heartbreaking loss to the Washington Football Team. They currently have the
same record as (checks notes) the
New York Jets. He got paid, but talk
about karma.
And look, Seattle is obviously
better than this. Each week goes
by and I am shocked with each
loss that piles up, just because the
team has been so good for so long.
They just haven’t been getting
their expected production from
their players, especially all of the
secondary. To improve, they now
need to hit on some cheaper gems
in free agency and some sleepers
in the draft instead of splurging
too much or taking a flashy, fourth
overall pick.
It is for these reasons that I believe the Jets have somehow flipped
the script, albeit slightly, so that
they are more well-positioned than
the Seahawks. They both have the
same record, but New York currently owns two top five picks and
two second rounders this year, with
only 5 million less cap space than
Seattle.
Sure, Russell Wilson is still there,
but he is only getting older. His 12
touchdowns in eight games is very
uncharacteristic, as well as his paltry 46.2 QBR this year. Meanwhile,
New York has a rookie still learning
the ropes in Zach Wilson. While his
performances thus far haven’t been
great, not many rookie QBs are doing well (see Justin Fields or Trevor
Lawrence) and growing pains are
typically part of the process. It’s
up to Douglas to continue to build
around Z. Wilson and bolster his
development at the highest level.
You could even look to the coaches to solidify my point. In New
York, you have a young, energetic
Robert Saleh who has a lot to prove
as a first year head coach. In Seattle,
you have former Jets skipper Pete
Carroll, who has had successes
in the past, but with Russell Wilson’s seeming decline the future
does not look good for him or the
team. Without his star QB, he has
a career record of 15 games under
.500, which doesn’t bode well once
R. Wilson’s quarterback play takes
even more of a significant drop.
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by Jonathan Synott
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

Coming into Tuesday night’s
game against the No. 17 University of Connecticut Huskies, the
Maryland-Eastern Shore Hawks
were 0-26 against ranked teams.
0-26 no longer.
You guessed it, the Huskies
took care of business against the
Hawks at the XL Center on UConn basketball’s first ever Pride
Night, dropping Maryland-Eastern Shore to 0-27 all-time against
Top 25 schools.
But it didn’t come as easily as
expected. Despite trailing for
only over a minute and a half of
the game, Connecticut really had
to grind to walk away with this
nine-point victory.
The game was a bit of a shock
for the Huskies, who faced a
UMES squad that ranked just
356th in offensive efficiency in the
country heading into the game,
according to the Kenpom ratings.
They sure didn’t show it, as they
hit some highly contested shots
en route to a solid 50% from the
floor before halftime. UConn’s defense was spotty as they had a few
horrible possessions, including
one miscommunication that gave
a Hawk an open look right under
the basket.
One of the biggest problems for
the Huskies was their rebounding, as the Hawks won the first
half battle of the boards 14-11,
despite their four-guard lineup.
Starting forwards Adama Sanogo
and Isaiah Whaley combined for
zero rebounds in the opening period.
Whatever talk UConn had in
the second half, it certainly didn’t
have the desired effect, at least for
the first few minutes. Up by eight
points to start, the team went 0-7
from the floor and 1-4 from the
charity stripe to start the half,
with the Hawks getting within a
point of the Huskies on two different occasions. Things started
to slowly pick up for Connecticut,
as the team increased their lead
as the game went on, taking down
UMES by a score of 72-63.
“They spread us out. Their
guards overall were able to get
to whatever spots they wanted to
on the court, minus RJ [Cole]…
They made a lot of tough shots,
they drove us, they played great.
We obviously had our issues out
there, but credit them,” head
coach Dan Hurley said postgame.
Hurley took a lot of the blame
for Tuesday’s showing, saying
that he “did a horrible job preparing these guys for playing this
game” and he “will not allow us to
look like that again.”
A surprise scratch for the game
was guard Tyrese Martin, who
was out with a wrist injury. They
sure missed his impact in this
one. Coach Hurley said that Martin is dealing with a “sprain with
a little bit of an avulsion fracture,”
and could be out for two to four
weeks.
In his place was Hawkins, who
has been gradually working his
way into more quality minutes for
UConn. He had an underwhelming performance in this contest,
struggling early. In the first half,
he went 0-2 with a rebound and

two fouls. He had
a
few highlights in
the seco n d ,
howe ve r,
n o tably
tipping
in a basket off a
missed free
throw from
Adama Sanogo.
Sanogo struggled in this one,
going just 3-8 for the
game, all in the first
half. He faltered at the
line as well, shooting a
horrendous 2-6 from the
stripe. The Big East Player
of the Week got taken out in
the middle of the section half to
head to the locker room and returned to the bench with around
five minutes to play. Coach Dan
Hurley said that there was a
lower abdominal injury, and his
status will be up in the air until
Wednesday.
It was a tale of two halves for
fellow big man Whaley, who
had two points and a block in
the first period. He finished the
game with five blocks and two
steals, as well as seven offensive rebounds, giving the team a
massive boost down the stretch.
The MVP of the game was once
again guard RJ Cole, who played
a whopping 38 minutes of game
time, scoring 25 points alongside four assists, five rebounds,
an assist and a block. He was
seemingly everywhere, knocking down big shots when UConn needed them the most. Cole
excelled at getting to the line
as well, notably driving with a
second left on the shot clock and
drilling both late in the game. He
finished 7-7 from the line.
“We need that from him. Best
guard in the league, which is
what he’s shooting for this year,
he shows up every night,” Hurley said. “We’re obviously going
to need others to give us more
than what we got in extended
minutes. RJ, he’s played great,
he’s been a great guard.”
Another player with a quietly good game was junior Andre Jackson, who looked like
he would lead the team in everything but points at the rate
he was going in the first half.
Jackson finished with seven rebounds, four points, four assists and three steals despite
getting significantly less
minutes in the second half.
The Huskies take this
game and look to significantly improve moving
forward, even with Martin’s few-week absence
and the status of Sanogo still unclear. They
are set to take on
Grambling
State
on Saturday
at Gampel Pavilion.

Men’s Basketball:
Huskies struggle
in narrow win over
maryland-eastern
shore

The men’s basketball team defeats the University of Maryland Eastern Shore Hawks 72-63 at the XL Center on Tuesday night. The Huskies will battle Grambling State at Gampel Pavillion this Saturday coming in with a 7-1 record. PHOTO BY JULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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